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Abstract—Optical sensors have many applications in R&D, national 
defense and commercial markets such as medical diagnostics and 
process control. But the challenges to the design and functioning of 
an optical sensor for a particular application require knowledge of 
optical, material, and environmental properties that affect sensor 
performance. SENSORS address all aspects of optical sensors from 
source and detection technologies, sensor configurations, and 
processing approaches to applications. The application of the micro 
fabricationtechnologiesto chemical sensors is becoming very 
common and the number ofreports has rapidly been increasing. The 
advantages brought bythese technologies are: reduced size, small 
sample volume, andidentical, highly uniform, and geometrically well-
defined elements. In some (but not all) of thecases, response becomes 
faster and fabrication cost is reducedcompared with macroscopic 
counterparts. Among various typesof chemical sensors, optical 
sensors will be mostbenefited from the rapidly advancing technology. 
In other words, miniaturization can be regarded as one aspect of the 
development of optical sensors. The microfabricationtechniques and 
the knowledge of opto-chemistry applied tothese sensors and systems 
are diverse. By utilizing our accumulated knowledge, it would 
become more realistic to construct designs which would help in on-
site monitoring analytes of biological relevance. This report will be 
an aidin designing novel sensors of the next generation.Glass, 
silicon, and ceramics are indispensable substrates in fields where 
flexibledisposable sensors are more preferable. In such cases, 
plasticsheets such as polyimide, polycarbonate, and polyester are 
goodalternatives. We have tried to design optical sensor for dissolved 
oxygen and glucose using ormosils on disposable sheets.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Theapplicationofthemicrofabricationtechnologiesto chemical 
sensors is becoming very common and the number of reports 
has rapidly been increasing. Recent advances in 
nanotechnology have made it possible to fabricate a great 
variety of structures with special optical, mechanical and 
electrical properties. The advantages brought by this 
technology are: reduced size, small sample volume, and 
identical, highly uniform, and geometrically well-defined 
elements. These phenomena are characteristic of the nanoscale 
but can usually be explained fairly well by classical physics 
operating on homogenous materials. For instance, plasmon 

resonances in metallic nanostructures emerge as solutions to 
Maxwell’s equations [1,2], molecular adsorption can induce 
cantilever bending through surface stress [3] and high surface 
to volume ratios can cause the conductivity of semiconductors 
to depend on the external environment [4]. All these principles 
have been demonstrated to work as signal transduction 
mechanisms in surface-based analysis, leading to sensors 
operating through optical, mechanical or electrical detection 
[5] as the signals are induced by more or less generic 
molecular properties such as refractive index, mass or charged 
groups. Therefore, sensor specificity relies heavily on efficient 
surface functionalization strategies [6]. Furthermore, the 
integration of sensors can be realizedeasily for multianalyte 
detection. In some (but not all) of the cases, response becomes 
faster and fabrication cost is reduced compared with 
macroscopic counterparts. This report will be an aid in 
designing novel sensors of the next generation. These optical 
sensors range from micro-probes to large devices used for 
standoff monitoring of industrial and environmental species. 
In such cases, plastic sheets such as polyimide, polycarbonate, 
and polyester are good alternatives. In this report we have 
used ormosil films for efficient encapsulation of lumonophore 
and enzyme, on plastic sheets, for designing sensors for 
dissolved oxygen in environmental samples and glucose in 
blood samples. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1 Methodology for film preparation 

Different ratios of 
silaneprecursorspentafluorophenylpropyltrimethoxysilane 
(PFTMOS)/ n-octyltrimethoxysilane (C8TMOS)/ 
trimethoxypropyylsilane (C3TMOS) were taken. In detail, 0, 
0.169, 0.338, 0.507 ml of PFTMOS, 0.838, 0.755, 0.671, 
0.587 ml of C8TMOS, and 0.479, 0.431, 0.383, 0.335 ml of 
C3TMOS were mixed in a glass vial, respectively along the 
sequence. To the mixture, 1.25 ml of EtOH (22 mmol) and 0.4 
ml of 0.1 N HCl (containing 22 mmol H2O and 0.04 
mmolHCl) were then added. The capped mixtures were 
sonicated for 2 h at room temperature. These optimized 
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